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Leadership in OrganizationsAspen Publishers
Keeping pace with the rapidly evolving field of sport management, Contemporary Sport
Management, the authoritative introductory text in the field, returns with a thoroughly updated
seventh edition. Over 50 contributors with a diverse array of cultural and educational
backgrounds deliver a complete and contemporary overview of the field, presented in full color
for a visually engaging read. With a simplified structure to reflect current demands of the
profession and addressing all the Common Professional Component topics outlined by the
Commission on Sport Management Accreditation (COSMA), Contemporary Sport
Management, Seventh Edition With HKPropel Access, is organized into three parts. Part I,
Introduction to Sport Management, provides an overview of the field and leadership concepts
associated with it. Part II, Sport Management Sites, details the major settings in which many
sport management careers are carried out, including new content on sport participation across
the life span. In part III, Sport Management Functions, readers will learn about the key
functional areas of sport management, including sport marketing, sport communication, sport
facility and event management, and more, with new content on sales as a career path. New
and updated content throughout this edition allows students to stay on the leading edge of the
field: Discussion of the evolution of esports, fantasy sports, and sport betting Content covering
emerging technologies in sport management, including streaming, artificial intelligence (AI),
augmented reality (AR), and virtual reality (VR) New case study sidebars with short-answer
questions Recommended Case Studies in Sport Management journal articles for each chapter,
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designed to promote critical thinking and demonstrate understanding of chapter content
Related student learning activities and recommended articles are now delivered through
HKPropel. These supplemental materials are designed to increase student engagement and
enhance understanding of chapter content. With more than 200 activities, including
comprehension activities, web activities, and Day in the Life activities tied to professional
profiles, students will be challenged to think critically about sport management as both a field
of study and a vibrant professional environment with a variety of career paths, and they will
develop insight into issues they will encounter in their careers. Chapter quizzes are also
included and can be assigned by instructors. Contemporary Sport Management, Seventh
Edition, will broaden students’ understanding of sport management issues, emphasizing
critical thinking, ethics, and diversity while providing students with an introduction to all the
aspects of the field they need to know as they prepare to enter the profession. Note: A code for
accessing HKPropel is not included with this ebook but may be purchased separately.
Table of Contents
Exploring Management supports teaching and learning of core management concepts by
presenting material in a straight-forward, conversational style with a strong emphasis on
application. With a focus on currency, high-interest examples and pedagogy that encourages
critical thinking and personal reflection, this text is the perfect balance between what students
need and what instructors want.
In this fully updated Eight Edition of Leadership: Theory and Practice, a new chapter on
Followership examines the central role followers play in the leadership process and unpacks
the characteristics of both effective and ineffective followers. The new edition also includes a
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new Ethical Leadership Style Questionnaire and new coverage on the dark side of leadership
and destructive leadership. Adopted at more than 1600 institutions in 89 countries and
translated into 13 different languages, this market-leading text successfully combines an
academically robust account of the major theories and models of leadership with an accessible
style and special emphasis on how leadership theory can inform leadership practice. Peter G.
Northouse uses a consistent structure for each chapter, allowing students to easily compare
and contrast the various theories. Case studies and questionnaires provide students with
practical examples and opportunities to deepen their personal understanding of their own
leadership.
For courses in Industrial/Organizational Psychology and Psychology of Work Behavior.This
inviting, comprehensive, student-oriented introduction to industrial/organizational psychology
emphasizes the connections between theory and practice across the full spectrum of
personnel issues, worker issues, work group and organizational issues, and work environment
issues. Its focus on career information, employee-centered issues, and cutting-edge research
ensures that students get and stay motivated--right from the beginning.
This book introduces the reader to terms and concepts that are necessary to understand OB
and their application to modern organizations. It also offers sufficient grounding in the field that
enables the reader to read scholarly publications such as HR, CMR, and AMJ. This edition
features new material on emotional intelligence, knowledge management, group dynamics,
virtual teams, organizational change, and organizational structure.

Research Methods For Business, 8th Edition explains the principles and practices of
using a systematic, organized method for solving problematic issues in business
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organizations. Designed to help students view research from the perspective of
management, this popular textbook guides students through the entire business
research process. Organized into six main themes—Introduction, Defining the
Management and the Research Problem, Theory, Collecting Information, Drawing
Conclusions, and Writing and Presenting the Research Report—the text enables
students to develop the skills and knowledge required to successfully create, conduct,
and analyze a research project. Now in its eighth edition, this popular textbook has
been thoroughly updated to incorporate substantial new and expanded content, and
reflect current research methods and practices. The text uses a unique blended
learning approach, allowing instructors the flexibility to custom-tailor their courses to fit
their specific needs. This innovative approach combines the face-to-face classroom
methods of the instructor with internet-based activities that enable students to study
what they want, when they want, at their own pace.
Perfect for instructors who take a practical, skill-building approach to teaching
leadership, the seventh edition of LEADERSHIP provides an ideal balance of essential
theory and real-world applications. Andrew DuBrin, a highly respected author and
consultant, incorporates the latest research on leadership and current business
practices from academic journals and popular periodicals. The text provides students
with a strong practical foundation by introducing leaders they can relate to and
reinforcing their knowledge with frequent skill-building activities. Key updates include
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new opening vignettes and end-of-chapter cases, numerous additional skill-building
exercises, and video discussion questions at the end of each chapter. An all-new
CourseMate interactive study tool site features additional video content, premium
quizzing, and links to both the Career Transitions job search tool and Cengage's
KnowNOW blog, which is constantly updated and provides an intuitive view of current
events. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
EMPOWERMENT SERIES: GENERALIST PRACTICE WITH ORGANIZATIONS AND
COMMUNITIES, 7th Edition is designed to help students better understand the
dynamics of macro practice, and develop the competencies and practice behaviors
required by the Council on Social Work Education's (CSWE) latest Educational Policy
and Accreditation Standards (EPAS). Authors Karen Kirst-Ashman and Grafton Hull are
adept at creating interesting, realistic cases and practical examples that are skillfully
woven into the main text. In clear and accessible writing, they emphasize the practical
skills students will need to work effectively in the area of macro practice -- providing
leadership, working with supervisors, managing conflict, working with the media, using
new technological advances, fundraising, grant writing, and managing stress. The text
continues to emphasize the connections between working for change in organizations
and communities and the skills used in other generalist practice courses. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
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not be available in the ebook version.
Appropriate for undergraduate and graduate-level courses in Leadership or Managerial
Effectiveness. The most comprehensive survey of the major theories and research on
leadership and managerial effectiveness in formal organizations with practical
suggestions for improving leadership skills.
Sociology, Work and Organisation builds on the five popular and successful editions of
Sociology, Work and Industry. The new text is outstanding in how effectively it explains
the value of using the sociological imagination to understand the nature of institutions of
work, organisations, occupations, management and employment and how they are
changing in the 21st century. The book combines intellectual depth with accessible
language and a user-friendly layout. It is unrivalled in the breadth of its coverage and its
authoritative overview of both traditional and emergent themes in the sociological study
of work and organisation. It explains the basic logic of the sociological analysis of work
and the way work is organised, whilst also providing an appreciation of the different
theoretical traditions which the subject draws upon. It fully considers: the direction and
implication of trends in technological change, globalisation, labour markets, work
organisation, managerial practices and employment relations the extent to which these
trends are intimately related to changing patterns of inequality in modern societies and
to the changing experiences of individuals and families the ways in which workers
challenge, resist and make their own contributions to the patterning of work and
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shaping of work institutions. Key features include: a new sign-posting system which
integrates material and brings out themes which run through the various chapters; ‘key
issue’ guides and summaries with each chapter; and the identifying of key concepts
throughout the book, which are then brought together in an unrivalled glossary and
concept guide at the end.
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition
as a bundle with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth
Edition now contains detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide,
created in partnership with Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and
agile. Together they are a powerful tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide –
Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has been updated to reflect the latest good
practices in project management. New to the Sixth Edition, each knowledge area will
contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and Adaptive Environments,
describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also contain more
emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project
management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and
the essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been
developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile
approaches. This practice guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply
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agile approaches and provides practical tools for practitioners and organizations
wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI standards,
including A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) –
Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of collaboration between the Project
Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
Written expressly for leaders in health care and the social services, this accessible
book shows how motivational interviewing (MI) can transform conversations about
change within an organization. The authors demonstrate powerful ways to use MI to
generate solutions and get employees and organizations unstuck, whether mentoring a
staff member in a new role, addressing performance problems, or redesigning
procedures or programs. Readers are guided to skillfully and ethically apply the core MI
processes--engaging, focusing, evoking, and planning--in the management context.
User-friendly features include reproducible worksheets, end-of-chapter self-reflection
exercises, and extended case vignettes. Purchasers get access to a companion
website where they can download and print these materials in a convenient 8 ½" x 11"
size. This book is in the Applications of Motivational Interviewing series, edited by
Stephen Rollnick, William R. Miller, and Theresa B. Moyers.
Managing Innovation is an established, best-selling text for MBA, MSc and advanced
undergraduate courses on innovation management, management of technology, new product
development and entrepreneurship. It is also widely used by managers in both the service and
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manufacturing sectors. Now in its fifth edition, the text has been fully revised and is
accompanied by the Innovation Portal at www.innovation-portal.info, which contains an
extensive collection of additional digital resources for both lecturers and students. Features:
The Research Notes and Views from the Front Line feature boxes strengthen the evidencebased and practical approach making this a must-read for anyone studying or working within
innovation. The Innovation Portal at www.innovation-portal.info is an essential resource for
both student and lecturer and includes the Innovation Toolkit – a fully searchable array of
practical innovation tools along with a compendium of cases, activities, audio and video clips.
“Kevin Hancock’s personal journey holds universal messages for people at all levels of
business and community. The Seventh Power’s new, more inclusive approach to leadership
and management will give you important insights into your life, your career, and your
company.” —Chip Conley, Hospitality Entrepreneur and Bestselling Author “Many business
books have discussed management, innovation, culture, and how to be great, but none grab
you like Kevin Hancock's The Seventh Power: One CEO’s Journey Into the Business of
Shared Leadership. One has to admire what Kevin has accomplished after experiencing a
serious speech impediment. Kevin takes what most of us would be an insurmountable
challenge and uses it as a learning tool to make himself, those around him, and his company
better. The Seventh Power is not only a good read, it's a must read for all aspiring leaders and
even those of us who have been around a while. It's never too late to learn!” —Rick Holley,
Chairman of the Board, Weyerhaeuser Company “In his latest book, The Seventh Power,
business visionary Kevin Hancock lays out a practical plan for how to make businesses more
profitable and healthy, so that everyone—customers, owners, and employees—all flourish. I
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highly recommend this groundbreaking book.” —Christiane Northrup, MD, New York Times
bestselling author of Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom and Goddesses Never Age Kevin is
a recipient of the Ed Muskie Access to Justice award, the Habitat for Humanity Spirit of
Humanity award, the Boy Scouts of America Distinguished Citizen award, and the Timber
Processing Magazine Person of the Year award. Kevin’s first book, Not for Sale: Finding
Center in the Land of Crazy Horse, was the recipient of The National Indie Excellence Award
and the Independent Author Network Book of the Year Award.
Equip students with the critical leadership skills and solid understanding of today's theory
needed to become effective business leaders in today's turbulent times with Daft's THE
LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE, 6E. Acclaimed author Richard Daft helps students explore the
latest thinking in leadership theory and contemporary practices at work within organizations
throughout the world. Students will examine emerging topics, including enhancement of
emotional intelligence, leadership vision and courage, leadership of virtual teams, and open
innovation, and will connect those topics to recent world events such as ethical scandals and
political turmoil. Packed with memorable examples and unique insights into actual leadership
decisions, this full-color text includes crisp, clear visuals to reinforce the book's engaging
presentation. This edition's proven applications, specifically designed for today's leadership
theory and applications course, and a solid foundation grounded in established scholarly
research make the topic of leadership come alive for students. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
The Second Edition of Leading Organizations offers an expanded focus on the fluid roles of
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leaders and participants (followers) and their mutual responsibility for organizational
leadership. Like the first edition, this text contains chapters on implementing the organization's
mission, structure, culture and strategy written by leading scholars in the fieild. New features
include: - Strategic leadership - Virtual leadership - Leadership, organizational change, and
conflict - Building a culture of leadership
In this fifth edition of the bestselling text in organizational theory and behavior, Bolman and
Deal’s update includes coverage of pressing issues such as globalization, changing
workforce, multi-cultural and virtual workforces and communication, and sustainability. A full
instructor support package is available including an instructor’s guide, summary tip sheets for
each chapter, hot links to videos & extra resources, mini-assessments for each of the frames,
and podcast Q&As with Bolman & Deal.
Ethics is at the heart of leadership. All leaders assume ethical burdens and must make every
effort to make informed ethical decisions and foster ethical behavior among followers. The
Sixth Edition of Meeting the Ethical Challenges of Leadership: Casting Light or Shadow
explores the ethical demands of leadership and the dark side of leadership. Author Craig E.
Johnson takes a multidisciplinary approach to leadership ethics, drawing from many fields of
research to help readers make moral decisions, lead in a moral manner, and create an ethical
culture. Packed with real-world case studies, examples, self-assessments, and applications,
this fully-updated new edition is designed to increase students’ ethical competence and
leadership abilities.
“With good judgment, little else matters. Without it, nothing else matters.” Whether we’re
talking about United States presidents, CEOs, Major League coaches, or wartime generals,
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leaders are remembered for their best and worst judgment calls. In the face of ambiguity,
uncertainty, and conflicting demands, the quality of a leader’s judgment determines the fate of
the entire organization. That’s why judgment is the essence of leadership. Yet despite its
importance, judgment has always been a fairly murky concept. The leadership literature has
been conspicuously quiet on what, exactly, defines it. Does judgment differ from common
sense or gut instinct? Is it a product of luck? Of smarts? Or is there a process for making
consistently good calls? Noel Tichy and Warren Bennis have each spent decades studying and
teaching leadership and advising top CEOs such as Jack Welch and Howard Schultz. Now, in
their first collaboration, they offer a powerful framework for making tough calls when the stakes
are high and the right path is far from obvious. They show how to recognize the critical moment
before a judgment call, when swift and decisive action is essential, and also how to execute a
decision after the call. Tichy and Bennis bring their three-dimensional model to life with
interviews with world-class leaders who have thrived or suffered because of their judgment
calls. These stories include: • Jeff Immelt, CEO of General Electric, whose judgment to grow
through research and development transformed GE into the world’s premier technology
growth company. • Joel Klein, chancellor of the New York City Department of Education, who
made tough calls about teachers, students, and parents while turning around a troubled school
system. • Jim McNerney, CEO of Boeing, whose strategic judgment helped him reinvigorate
his company and restore a culture of trust and respect. • The late general Wayne Downing,
who found an unexpected opportunity in the midst of crisis when he led the Special Operations
raid to capture Manuel Noriega. • A. G. Lafley, CEO of Procter & Gamble, who bet $57 billion
to purchase Gillette and reinvent his company. • Brad Anderson, CEO of Best Buy, who made
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the call to commit totally to a customer-centric strategy and led his people to execute it.
Whether you’re running a small department or a global corporation, Judgment will give you a
framework for evaluating any situation, making the call, and correcting if necessary during the
execution phase. It will show you how to handle the overlapping domains of people, strategy,
and crisis management. And it will help you teach your entire team to make the right call more
often. No organization can afford to neglect this crucial discipline—and no previous book has
ever brought it into such clear focus.

A trusted professional reference and a teaching text, the new edition of Managing
Health Services Organizations and Systems continues to provide the most
comprehensive coverage available of the leadership, financial understanding,
and conceptual frameworks required to effectively manage the delivery of health
services in the U.S. Emphasizing continuous quality and performance
improvement throughout the organization, the authors explore essential
knowledge and skills required for success in areas that include managerial
problem solving, resource allocation and utilization, effective communication,
organizational culture, human resources, facilitation of change, and ethical and
legal responsibilities. This fully updated, reorganized, and revised 7th edition
contains new content on information technology, artificial intelligence, and
financial/quantitative analysis currently in widespread demand. Ninety case
studies with discussion questions sharpen readers' problem-solving skills while
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inviting them further into the real world of hospital administration. Instructor
materials are available with this text and include: PowerPoint presentations Test
banks and answer keys Learning objectives Instructor manual Figures and tables
PLUS a PDF of all acronyms used in the text
Managing & Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach provides a solid
knowledgebase of basic concepts to help readers become informed, competent
participants in Information Systems (IS) decisions. Written for MBA students and
general business managers alike, the text explains the fundamental principles
and practices required to use and manage information, and illustrates how
information systems can create, or obstruct, opportunities within various
organizations. This revised and updated seventh edition discusses the business
and design processes relevant to IS, and presents a basic framework to connect
business strategy, IS strategy, and organizational strategy. Readers are guided
through each essential aspect of information Systems, including information
architecture and infrastructure, IT security, the business of Information
Technology, IS sourcing, project management, business analytics, and relevant
IS governance and ethical issues. Detailed chapters contain mini cases, fulllength case studies, discussion topics, review questions, supplemental reading
links, and a set of managerial concerns related to the topic.
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This popular anthology continues its interdisciplinary approach to the topic of
leadership and draws together new material describing the chief concerns facing
leaders today. William Rosenbach and Robert Taylor t have collected the latest
essays to clearly communicate the contradictions and paradoxes of leadership
from historical to contemporary perspectives and global to individual
considerations. The interdisciplinary approach to presentations of cutting-edge
research and applications of leadership set this book apart from other collections.
The book reemphasizes followership as an integral component of leadership,
discusses the importance of leaders as mentors, helps navigate the hazards of
leadership, and introduces a number of topics that will stimulate discussion.
Evaluating Current Approaches to Leadership This book offers a comprehensive
evaluation of current approaches to leadership from a discerning Christian
perspective. Combining expertise in leadership, theology, and ministry, the
authors take a historical look at leadership and how it is viewed and used in
today's context. The book is informed by both biblical and leadership studies
scholarship and interacts with a number of popular marketplace writings on
leadership. It also evaluates exemplary role models of Christian leadership. The
second edition has been updated and revised throughout.
Nahavandi's text has an application emphasis with a cross cultural perspective
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on leadership.
The seventh edition of this pragmatic guide to determining right and wrong in the
workplace is updated with new case studies, exercises, and ancillary materials.
Joseph Weiss's Business Ethics is a pragmatic, hands-on guide for determining
right and wrong in the business world. To be socially responsible and ethical,
Weiss maintains, businesses must acknowledge the impact their decisions can
have on the world beyond their walls. An advantage of the book is the integration
of a stakeholder perspective with an issues and crisis management approach so
students can look at how a business's actions affect not just share price and
profit but the well-being of employees, customers, suppliers, the local community,
the larger society, other nations, and the environment. Weiss includes twentythree cases that immerse students directly in contemporary ethical dilemmas.
Eight new cases in this edition include Facebook's (mis)use of customer data, the
impact of COVID-19 on higher education, the opioid epidemic, the rise of Uber,
the rapid growth of AI, safety concerns over the Boeing 737, the Wells Fargo
false saving accounts scandal, and plastics being dumped into the ocean.
Several chapters feature a unique point/counterpoint exercise that challenges
students to argue both sides of a heated ethical issue. This edition has eleven
new point/counterpoint exercises, addressing questions like, Should tech giants
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be broken apart? What is the line between free speech and dangerous
disinformation? Has the Me Too movement gone too far? As with previous
editions, the seventh edition features a complete set of ancillary materials for
instructors: teaching guides, test banks, and PowerPoint presentations.
In their substantially revised Third Edition, McShane and Von Glinow continue
the trailblazing innovations that made previous editions of Organizational
Behavior recognized and adopted by the new generation of organizational
behavior (OB) instructors. Acclaimed for its readability and presentation of
current knowledge, this textbook's philosophy is that OB knowledge is for
everyone, not just traditional managers. The new reality is that everyone -- sales
representatives, production employees, physicians -- needs OB knowledge to
successfully work in and around organizations. Organizational Behavior, 3rd
Edition, is unparalleled in its ability to engage students by bringing cutting edge
OB concepts closer to reality through the 'theory-practice link' approach.
McShane and Von Glinow help readers connect OB theories to emerging
workplace realities through hundreds of fascinating real-life stories from across
the United States and around the world. McShane/Von Glinow's Organizational
Behavior 3rd Edition also continues to be the source of the hottest topics, such
as: workaholism, virtual teams, corporate social responsibility, Schwartz's values
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model, innate drives theory, workplace emotions, executive coaching, guanxi,
appreciative inquiry, social identity theory, workplace bullying, workplace justice,
and much, much, more.
Leading and Managing in Nursing, 5th Edition -- Revised Reprint by Patricia
Yoder-Wise successfully blends evidence-based guidelines with practical
application. This revised reprint has been updated to prepare you for the nursing
leadership issues of today and tomorrow, providing just the right amount of
information to equip you with the tools you need to succeed on the NCLEX and in
practice. Content is organized around the issues that are central to the success
of professional nurses in today's constantly changing healthcare environment,
including patient safety, workplace violence, consumer relationships, cultural
diversity, resource management, and many more. ".. apt for all nursing students
and nurses who are working towards being in charge and management roles."
Reviewed by Jane Brown on behalf of Nursing Times, October 2015 Merges
theory, research, and practical application for an innovative approach to nursing
leadership and management. Practical, evidence-based approach to today's key
issues includes patient safety, workplace violence, team collaboration,
delegation, managing quality and risk, staff education, supervision, and
managing costs and budgets. Easy-to-find boxes, a full-color design, and new
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photos highlight key information for quick reference and effective study.
Research and Literature Perspective boxes summarize timely articles of interest,
helping you apply current research to evidence-based practice. Critical thinking
questions in every chapter challenge you to think critically about chapter
concepts and apply them to real-life situations. Chapter Checklists provide a
quick review and study guide to the key ideas in each chapter, theory boxes with
pertinent theoretical concepts, a glossary of key terms and definitions, and
bulleted lists for applying key content to practice. NEW! Three new chapters Safe Care: The Core of Leading and Managing, Leading Change, and Thriving
for the Future - emphasize QSEN competencies and patient safety, and provide
new information on strategies for leading change and what the future holds for
leaders and managers in the nursing profession. UPDATED! Fresh content and
updated references are incorporated into many chapters, including Leading,
Managing and Following; Selecting, Developing and Evaluating Staff; Strategic
Planning, Goal Setting, and Marketing; Building Teams Through Communication
and Partnerships; and Conflict: The Cutting Edge of Change. Need to Know Now
bulleted lists of critical points help you focus on essential research-based
information in your transition to the workforce. Current research examples in The
Evidence boxes at the end of each chapter illustrate how to apply research to
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practice. Revised Challenge and Solutions case scenarios present real-life
leadership and management issues you'll likely face in today's health care
environment.
Distinct from any other text of its kind, Industrial and Organizational Psychology:
Research and Practice, 7th Edition provides a thorough and clear overview of the
field, without overwhelming today’s I/O Psychology student. Newly updated for
its seventh edition, author Paul Spector provides readers with (1) cutting edge
content and includes new and emerging topics, such as occupational health and
safety, and (2) a global perspective of the field.
Regarded as one of the most influential management books of all time, this fourth
edition of Leadership and Organizational Culture transforms the abstract concept
of culture into a tool that can be used to better shape the dynamics of
organization and change. This updated edition focuses on today's business
realities. Edgar Schein draws on a wide range of contemporary research to
redefine culture and demonstrate the crucial role leaders play in successfully
applying the principles of culture to achieve their organizational goals.
The Fire Chief’s Handbook, 7th Edition continues Fire Engineering’s 82-year
tradition of publishing the definitive resource for advanced fire service training.
The text has been completely updated to meet the changing environment and
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added responsibilities of the fire service. Returning authors have rewritten their
chapter to address today’s leadership and administrative concerns, while new
authors are also introduced to offer new perspectives. This comprehensive
guidebook is designed for firefighters, company officers, and chief officers of all
ranks and department types who want the latest information on the fundamentals
of leadership in the fire service, as well as managing the day-to-day operations of
a fire department.
For undergraduate and graduate-level courses in leadership. An exploration of
what makes an effective leader Leadership in Organizations, 9th Edition provides
a balance of theory and practice as it covers the major theories and research on
leadership and managerial effectiveness in formal organisations. Rather than
detailing an endless series of studies or prescribing exactly how leaders must
operate, it sticks to the major findings and offers recommendations for improving
managerial effectiveness. Using this approach, readers understand the
implications of their decisions and can determine the best courses of action
specific to the situation. With new examples, citations, and guidelines for better
clarity and presentation, the text is a relevant and useful tool for students who
expect to become managers in the near future.
Leadership: A Communication Perspective has been at the forefront of university
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and college leadership courses for nearly three decades, providing a compelling,
authoritative introduction to leadership as a communication-based activity. The
new edition continues the tradition of excellence with an up-to-date treatment of
theory and research combined with practical, real-world advice for improving
communication competence and leadership effectiveness. Relevant: The authors
profile contemporary leaders and organizations like Alibaba’s Jack Ma, Zappos’
Tony Hsieh, Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg, Uber, The Container Store, Airbnb,
Chipotle, the Waffle House, Nordstrom, and Google. Their presentation balances
current scholarship and trends with historical perspectives to provide a fuller
understanding of the study and practice of leadership. Comprehensive:
Leadership and followership are examined in multiple contexts, including
organizational leadership, public leadership, and leadership in groups and teams.
Topics new to this edition include transcendent followership, the leadership skills
approach, team coaching, escalation of commitment, invisible leadership, cultural
intelligence, trigger events, and resilience. Full-featured: Self-Assessments
measure readers’ perceptions of personal leadership skills, communication style,
cultural intelligence, motivation to lead, and more. Case Studies examine
leadership situations and pose thoughtful questions that prompt students to apply
their experiences and understandings. Research Highlights summarize seminal
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and recent scholarship. Chapter Takeaways reinforce important concepts and
action steps. Application Exercises offer abundant opportunities to explore,
practice, and reflect on chapter content. Cultural Connections discuss leadership
expectations and behaviors in other cultures. Leadership on the Big Screen
correlates chapter concepts with the themes of popular films and documentaries.
Completely updated to address the challenges faced by modern health care
organizations, the sixth edition of SHORTELL AND KALUZNY'S HEALTH CARE
MANAGEMENT: ORGANIZATION DESIGN AND BEHAVIOR offers a more
global perspective on how the United States and other countries address issues
of health and health care. Written by internationally recognized and respected
experts in the field, the new edition continues to bring a systemic understanding
of organizational principles, practices, and insight to the management of health
services organizations. Based on state-of-the-art organizational theory and
research, the text emphasizes application and challenges you to provide a
solution or a philosophical position. Coverage includes topics ranging from pay
for performance and information technology to ethics and medical tourism and
expands upon a major theme of the fifth edition: health care leaders must
effectively design and manage health care organizations while simultaneously
influencing and adapting to changes in environmental context. Important Notice:
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Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
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